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This overall summary has been prepared by the executive of the Quinn Group (ROI) Board (the 
“Board”) and its advisors. The Board represents the Quinn Family shareholders (“QF”) of Quinn Group 
Limited, which incorporates Quinn Insurance Limited (“QIL”).  

The summary outlines the overall structure of the proposal by the Board to Anglo Irish Bank (“Anglo”) 
in relation to the restructuring of QIL and how this ties into the overall proposed repayment plan for QF 
debt. In addition the summary also provides an overview of the Job Retention and Job Creation 
Opportunities over the next three years which will flow from a successful restructuring of QIL under 
proposal if successfully approved by the joint Administrators of QIL. It contrasts this with the resulting 
impact of alternative proposals that could emerge from the current sale process.

In the 10 months since the appointment of Joint Administrators to QIL, the QF, through the executives 
of the Board have worked diligently and constructively with Anglo with the objective of reaching a 
consensual agreement which would enable QF to fully discharge their debts to Anglo / Irish taxpayer 
while securing the future of the Group businesses that have been built over thirty-seven years and 
while maintaining the huge employment base that they represent.  

The Board believes that major benefit can flow to the Irish economy from the execution of the proposal 
that is now in train and that a unique opportunity exists that will lead to sustained employment in the 
Irish economy including a significant number of jobs relating to the supply of export goods and 
services from the State. Never was there a time in the history of the state when this was needed more.

Introduction
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1. Quinn Group and QIL remain among the most profitable and efficient companies 
in Ireland today. 

2. QIL has proven its capacity to generate returns over an extended period in both 
Ireland and the UK.  This takes into account all short-term movements in claims 
costs and market cycles. This is proven by the 10-year Central Bank Insurance 
Statistical Review

3. Both Organisations have ability to create significant new employment over the 
next 3 years

4. A way forward for QIL which fully protects the interests of the Irish State and takes 
advantage of the superior performance of the Quinn Group and QIL on the State’s 
behalf, has been put forward with the unanimous support of all the shareholders.
a) If this plan is adopted then the protection of existing jobs, the maintenance of 

insurance competition, the repayment of all shareholder debt and creation of 
significant new export and domestic employment opportunities is effectively 
assured

b) If the plan is not allowed to proceed then the serious demise of critical 
employment in historically deprived areas, the loss of indigenous insurance 
competition and the crystallisation of losses to the State from QF debt is 
almost inevitable, along with an inevitable legal dispute for many years

Executive Summary



Background

• Quinn Group Founded in 1973
• Today Quinn Group is one of Ireland’s largest and most profitable companies
• Over 6,000 employees with operations across Ireland, United Kingdom and Europe
• The Group has strong market positions in all of its key business areas, with a strategy of being 

the most efficient / lowest cost producer in each segment to drive competitive advantages
• Quinn Group is a conglomerate with three business segments, namely:

– Manufacturing, consisting of Building Products, Container Glass, Plastics, and Radiator 
divisions;

– Financial Services, incorporating a property and asset portfolio; and
– Hospitality, comprising a very significant and prestigious portfolio of international properties 

in the Hotel and Leisure sector

4
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Since its foundation by in 1973, the Quinn Group has grown into an international organisation with a 
proven track record of success in the many new industries that it has ventured into.  Along the way it 
has generated significant levels of employment, including export employment, in economically 
deprived areas, as the graph below demonstrates.  The majority of these jobs have been located in 
less-favoured rural areas where the level of alternative employment opportunity is minimal.

Employment History & Contribution
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Quinn Group Employment Trend
Employee No.'s

The Group has contributed over €1.3bn in tax since its foundation and, if allowed to remain whole, has 
the ability to continue to make a minimum of €100m in tax contributions annually.
The ancillary contribution to the local Irish economy is also very significant:
•Annual wage roll:

• Republic of Ireland: €90 million
• Northern Ireland: €50 million

•Specialist Local Services Provision: €200m+



Export Focussed
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• Firm foothold in rest 
of Ireland, UK and 
across all major 
European centres of 
population

• Specialists within 
each business 

• At the leading edge 
of research and 
development in 
various sectors

• An average of 360 trucks travel to the UK and Europe each week with product manufactured 
in Ireland

• Concentration of highly skilled workforce in Border Counties gaining exposure to international 
markets
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Local Economy Contribution

The contribution to the local economies in Ireland and in particular in Fermanagh and Cavan are 
extremely  significant.  Any reduction in this would have serious consequences for the region.

Annual Payroll Employee Numbers

Location Division

Wages & 
Salaries 
€000's

PAYE 
€000's

Social Security 
€000's

Pension 
€000's

Total Payroll 
€000's

Management

Sales Technical

Supervisors

Operatives

Clerical

Distribution

Total

Cavan Building Products 4,763 2,003 708 415 7,889 14 37 22 64 12 65 214
Plastics 2,438 1,025 384 55 3,902 11 17 2 72 3 2 107
Container Glass 227 96 33 7 363 0 0 2 8 2 0 12
Financial Services 15,511 6,522 2,239 303 24,575 20 200 60 0 426 0 706

22,939 9,645 3,364 780 36,729 45 254 86 144 443 67 1,039

Fermanagh Building Products 3,749 1,576 1,234 730 7,289 22 80 17 92 48 55 314
Plastics 732 308 232 53 1,325 12 11 0 0 13 0 36
Container Glass 8,256 3,471 1,176 185 13,089 29 73 48 183 25 24 382
Radiators 693 291 91 17 1,092 7 6 4 3 21 0 41
Financial Services 13,731 5,773 1,982 269 21,755 18 177 53 0 377 0 625
Property Management 1,148 483 116 11 1,758 1 8 4 0 2 0 15
Hospitality 284 119 74 89 566 0 2 0 8 1 0 11
Other 406 171 138 6 721 0 18 0 0 0 0 18

28,999 12,193 5,044 1,360 47,595 89 375 126 286 487 79 1,442

Galway Building Products 365 154 39 16 574 1 1 2 0 14 0 18
Longford Building Products 289 121 23 15 448 2 0 1 8 2 1 14
Meath Financial Services 4,833 2,032 698 95 7,658 6 62 19 0 133 0 220
Cork Financial Services 8,681 3,650 1,239 1,648 15,218 9 91 27 0 193 0 320

Dublin Financial Services 18,894 7,944 2,727 370 29,936 24 244 73 0 519 0 860
Hospitality 734 309 256 0 1,299 1 5 1 26 3 0 37

19,628 8,253 2,983 370 31,235 26 249 74 26 522 0 897

UK Container Glass 14,681 6,173 2,092 328 23,273 34 141 107 365 15 53 715
Plastics 131 55 45 7 238 4 4
Radiators 7,008 2,946 689 83 10,726 28 44 5 184 8 5 274
Financial Services 2,636 1,108 381 52 4,177 3 34 10 0 72 0 120
Hospitality 1,479 622 146 0 2,247 1 14 2 68 7 0 93

25,935 10,904 3,352 470 40,661 67 236 125 617 102 58 1,205

Europe Plastics 11,344 4,770 3,599 827 20,539 25 82 0 362 64 25 558
Radiators 870 366 170 98 1,504 3 10 0 2 10 0 25
Hospitality 2,558 1,076 685 0 4,319 5 55 10 273 30 0 373

14,772 6,211 4,454 925 26,362 33 147 10 637 104 25 956

126,443 53,163 21,196 5,678 206,480 278 1,415 470 1,718 1,999 230 6,110
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Overall Quinn Group Structure

• Historically Quinn Group has generated cash profits (EBITDA) in excess of €500m per annum



Capital Investment & Return

• The Group has always had a strategy of investing in the latest technology available to ensure it 
maintains its cost base among the lowest in each of the industry sectors in which it operates.

• Over its 37 year history the Group has undertaken many large scale capital projects, which it has 
project managed itself. The most significant of these include:

• Construction of Derrylin Cement Plant in 1989 (€60m)
• Construction of Derrylin Glass Plant in 1998 (€150m)
• Construction of Ballyconnell Cement Plant in 2000 (€150m)
• Construction of Elton Glass Plant in 2005 (€500m)
• Construction of Newport Radiator Plant in 2006 (€170m)

• Since 2004 the Group has invested €1.574 billion in capital plant and equipment
• The Group has generated EBITDA of €2.312 billion over the same period
• The Group is conservatively forecasting EBITDA of €746m from manufacturing operations 

between 2010 and 2014 excluding QIL and the property portfolio outside the Group 
(independently assessed by the Quinn Group lenders’ advisors)

• Current indebtedness of €1,300m, which is being renegotiated with existing lenders.  
Indebtedness is a combination of bank debt under a multi-currency facility agreement, ancillary 
bank debt (overdraft) and bonds (mainly held by US financial institutions)

• Negotiations are progressing positively, but are hampered by delay in reaching a conclusion to 
the QIL administration

• It is recognised by the majority of parties that a quick resolution is likely to benefit all stakeholders 
by bringing stability and increasing confidence

• However, there is potential for further instability if the bond element of the debt continues to be 
traded, as is currently happening.  This is driven by uncertainty related to the restructure of QIL

9
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Quinn Group: Modern Export 
Focussed Facilities Throughout

Modern, automated plant throughout ensures the 
Group can compete globally at all levels and succeed



Quinn Insurance : Ideally Positioned 
for Export of Financial Services

1111

Dublin:
- Employees              860
- Of which Export      530
- Annual Wages        €29million 

Total Emp. : 2,863 (Prior to Administration) 
Additional RCMs in Ireland : 320

Additional RCMs in UK : 410
Total Annual wage roll : €87m

Additional RCM/Assessor Contract Fees : €12m

Enniskillen:
- Employees              550
- Of which Export      320
- Annual Wages        £16million 

Cavan:
- Employees             700
- Of which Export      380
- Annual Wages        €26million 

Cork:
- Employees             320
- Of which Export         0
- Annual Wages        €10million

Navan:
- Employees              220
- Of which Export      200
- Annual Wages        €7million 

Manchester:
-Employees              120
-- Annual Wages        £3.6m 

http://10.5.0.95/cgi-bin/access.cgi?x:696+y:476++b:_ie
http://10.2.0.95/cgi-bin/access.cgi?x:696+y:476++b:_ie


Established Skills Development 
Environment
Quinn Group has an extremely well established staff development and training environment supported 

by very structured skills development programmes available to all personnel
• Highly recognised Group Graduate Programme – 3 year programme

– Accounting, Engineering, Information Technology and Business Science streams supported 
to achievement of professional degree/certificate level as appropriate

– Third level education attainment funded through specialised training and paid study leave
• Apprenticeship Programme – 4 year programme supported to professional qualification level 

with supported collage study
– Electrical & Mechanical Engineering and Heavy Machinery mechanics

• Excellence Through People accredited
– Quinn Cement, Quinn Therm, Quinn Packaging

• Investors in People accredited
– Quinn Glass, Quinn Building Products

• Engineers Ireland certification
– Quinn Manufacturing

• Ongoing job related training to support highly skilled and leading edge operations

12



Quinn Insurance: 
Committed to Skills Development

Quinn Insurance Employee Development Programme
• Certified under ISO9000 throughout the Company
• Plain English Crystal Clear Mark
• Investors in People certified in Northern Ireland and GB
• Excellence Through People certified in Republic of  Ireland
• Minimum Competency Programme of Education

– Clear structured support path from GEN1A to GEN3B
– CIP (diploma level) Accreditation

• ILM accredited centre
– From Irish Management Institute

• SkillSet Training Programme
– Introduction to Management 
– Individualised SkillSet programme based on experience and progression plan

13
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Investment 
in QIL

Full Repayment
of €2.8Bn

Quinn family
Debt 

to Anglo/
Taxpayer

Retention of
Important

Competition
in Irish

Insurance
Market

Retention
of 6,000

Skilled Jobs &
ability to create
1,000 New Jobs

in Ireland in
next 3 years

=

Proposal - 7 Year Sustained Value Creation

Failure to Invest
in QIL

Sale to Third
Party(s)

Threat to 
Quinn Group

Long-running
Legal Argument 

No ability to
Repay €2.8Bn
Quinn family

Debt 
to Anglo/
Taxpayer

Increased
Insurance

Premiums &
Cost Base

for Irish
Consumers/

Business

Loss of 2,800
QIL Jobs to
Overseas

Locations &
Threat to 3,300

Skilled
Manufacturing

Based Jobs

=

Alternative – Immediate and Sustained Value Destruction

Repaid Debt: €2.8Bn
Irish Tax: €850m

(from increased operations)

Additional Business &
Social Benefit: €1.0Bn

Total 7-Year Gain for
Irish Exchequer: €4,650m

>

Debt not repaid: €2.8Bn
Irish Tax Reduction : €700m

Additional Welfare Payments
(Avg. 4,000 people) :€500m

Business &Social 
Benefit forgone: €1.0Bn

Total 7-year Loss to
Irish Exchequer:  €5,000m

>

Debt Recovery Competition Jobs Financial

Debt Recovery Competition Jobs Financial

Anglo/Quinn Proposal
In Summary



QIL 10-Year 
Combined Operating Ratio
• Central Bank Insurance Statistical Review of Combined Operating Ratios in 

Ireland over the past 10 years

15
Source: Central Bank Insurance Statistical Review 2000-2009
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Quinn/Anglo Proposal Objectives

Key Objectives
• To maximise the future value and success of the Quinn Companies in 

order to maintain and grow employment in regional areas which have 
historically been economically deprived.

• To conclude a consensual agreement on the QF debt which ensures 
repayment of  all debt outstanding to Anglo Irish Bank / Irish taxpayer as a 
prime priority

- The proposal earmarks available revenue streams from ALL available
assets of the QF and its businesses (being Quinn Insurance Limited,
the International Property Portfolio and Quinn Group Limited) for the
repayment of debt within pre-agreed parameters.

- If QIL is not available as a mechanism for debt repayment, as
proposed within this plan, then the repayment of the QF debt is
impossible. If it is available, repayment is assured.

- If the plan is accepted, the QF wish to stress that they do not want any
write-offs from Anglo with respect to their debts. In fact they would
not countenance or wish to be a party to any process which
envisaged only partial repayment.
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• QF establishes a new company (“New Company”)
• New Company acquires QIL for €1
• Anglo lends the necessary funds to New Company
• New Company injects equity into QIL to:

– Restore solvency and Pay Banks and Bondholders who hold 
guarantees to release them

• Newly appointed Board (“QIL Board”) of experienced and reputable 
individuals, including nominees of Anglo or the Government as appropriate, 
is established to manage the operations and governance of QIL.  All 
appointees to the QIL Board and detailed governance arrangements / 
controls will be fully agreed with the Financial Regulator. 

• All surplus profits and equity released from QIL, as a result of a 
floatation/sale in seven years from now, is utilised within the overall plan to 
repay QF borrowing to Anglo / taxpayer.

• While the proceeds of QIL make up the majority of the repayment plan, 
when other revenue streams from the international property portfolio (IPP) 
and the Quinn Group itself are included, then repayment in full is completely 
achievable.

What is the Proposal for QIL?
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Why Should the Proposal be 
Supported?
• Protects all policy holders;
• Protects employment in Ireland including a vibrant and profitable export 

service business;
• Ensures continuing competition in the Irish insurance market; and
• Facilitates the repayment of €2.8bn of Quinn family debt to Anglo / 

taxpayer;

• Makes best use of State resources for the benefit of the State
• Maximises the retention of local employment in economically 

dependent regions such as Cavan, Navan and Fermanagh
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Forecasted Earnings of QIL 
2010-2017

2010(F) 2011(F) 2012(F) 2013(F) 2014(F) 2015(F) 2016(F) 2017(F)
€m €m €m €m €m €m €m €m

Gross Written Premium 826 824 852 903 957 1,015 1,075 1,140
Gross Earned Premium 980 826 840 890 943 1,000 1,060 1,123

Net Written Premium 819 818 845 896 950 1,007 1,067 1,131
Net Earned Premium 973 819 833 883 936 992 1,051 1,114

Claims Incurred (832) (694) (678) (712) (747) (784) (822) (863)
Gross Underwriting Result 141 126 155 171 189 208 229 251

Admin Expenses (118) (81) (76) (79) (82) (85) (88) (92)
Commission (68) (51) (51) (54) (57) (61) (64) (68)

Net Underwriting Result (45) (6) 28 38 50 62 76 91

Installment Credit Income 32 29 30 31 33 35 37 40
Operating Profit (13) 23 57 69 83 97 113 131

Investment Income 44 41 38 40 43 45 48 51
Exchange 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Gain/(Loss) on Investments 7 6 8 8 8 9 10 10

Profit Before Tax 37 69 103 118 134 152 171 192
Corporation Tax Provision 5 9 13 15 17 19 21 24
Profit After Tax 33 60 89 103 117 133 149 168

Combined Ratio 104.62% 100.85% 96.64% 95.70% 94.66% 93.75% 92.67% 91.83%

The Quinn Group (ROI) Limited board does not have full visibility of the 2010 results as QIL is under the control of the Joint 
Administrators.   2010 to 2013 projections are based on the projections of the Joint Administrators as included in the QIL sales
Information Memorandum.  Projections  for subsequent years are conservative and have been reviewed by Anglo’s advisors; 
Deutsche Bank as well as Quinn’s own advisors. 
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Anglo Repayment Profile (from QIL) 
2010 to 2017

2010 
Forecast

2011 
Forecast

2012 
Forecast

2013 
Forecast

2014 
Forecast

2015 
Forecast

2016 
Forecast

2017 
Forecast

€m €m €m €m €m €m €m €m

Profit After Tax 33 60 89 103 117 133 149 168 

Profit Required to Maintain Solvency (On assumption Fully Capitalised) 0 0 11 20 22 23 24 26
Assumed Buffer of 50% * 33 30 5 10 11 11 12 13

Overall Proposed Retention to Support Solvency 33 30 16 31 33 34 37 39

Solvency Calculations:
Opening Reserves As Restricted for Solvency (150) (117) 563 579 610 642 677 713
Capital Introduced 0 650 0 0 0 0 0 0
Retained Profit 33 30 16 31 33 34 37 39
Closing Reserves As Restricted for Solvency (117) 563 579 610 642 677 713 752

Solvency Ratio (Premium) -14% 69% 69% 68% 68% 67% 67% 67%
Surplus Reserves to Requirement (445) 236 241 252 263 274 287 300

Solvency Margin (Claims) -54% 275% 315% 351% 361% 362% 364% 365%
Surplus Reserves to Requirement (446) 255 304 349 375 397 419 443

Available from QIL to Service Anglo Debt 0 30 73 72 85 98 113 129 

* - Assumes full retention of PAT in 2010 and 50% retention of PAT in 2011 to support solvency
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Recent pressure to include a Third 
Party Insurer (TPI) into the Transaction

• There appears to be a view that a TPI working along with Anglo in some 
way would assist in achieving the overall objectives of the proposal.  

• Nothing could be further from reality.
– The loss of value to a TPI within any such a proposal is disproportionate 

in the extreme
– Unclear what added value a Third Party brings to the transaction
– Loss of majority of Company value away from the taxpayer

• Under Quinn/Anglo proposal 
– All necessary Corporate Governance controls with place new 

Independent and experienced Board will have full responsibility to run 
the Company to full satisfaction of the Financial Regulator

– All appointments to the Board approved by the Financial Regulator
– Anglo/taxpayer have full rights to all returns and value within Company
– QIL will be sold/publicly floated in 7 years in an orderly way so as to:

• Maximise repayment of debt
• Maximise potential employment within the Company



Economic Return : 
Anglo acting Independently
• Illustrated below is the economic return that is available to the State from QIL under the proposal 

put forward by Anglo and supported by the QF
• In this scenario Anglo/taxpayer will receive the full benefit of all future profits and obtain full value 

from a market floatation of QIL in 7 years time. Based on conservative projections over the next 7 
years, as per the proposal developed by Anglo and its advisors, the value arising from QIL and 
available to the taxpayer for repayment of debt can be illustrated as follows:

22

€m
Capital requirement to meet Financial Regulator solvency requirement* (650)
Profit generated by QIL and available for repayment of debt over 7 years 765
Value of QIL on open market in 7 years 1,916

Total available from QIL for repayment of Quinn family debt 2,031
Assumptions:
1.Projected Profit Before Tax in 2017 is €192m.  This is conservatively projected at a 30% reduction from the average 
profit of €266m which was actually achieved by QIL between 2005 and 2007.
2.A multiple of 10 times earnings in 2017 is used to calculate the projected value of QIL at that time.  This reflects a 
conservative open market valuation assumption for financial services companies pre-recession.
3.*The capital required to meet the Financial Regulator’s (FR) requirement assumes that the FR view of the contingent 
guarantees is correct and will need to be replaced by fresh capital.  This amount could be substantially reduced if the 
prevailing alternative view was accepted whereby the guarantees could remain in place as they have done since 2005.  
Independent advice confirms that the treatment of these contingent guarantees was in fact correct in the accounts and 
returns of QIL and they did not in fact affect the solvency of the Company under Generally Accepted Accounting 
Practice (GAAP) and Financial Reporting Standards (FRS)

Total Return from QIL under this proposal and available for the repayment of debt: €2.031 Billion



Alternative TPI Partner proposals
• Two theoretical alternatives have been modelled in which a TPI takes an initial 25% or 50% 

economic interest respectively in QIL followed by a complete buy-out in 7 years time. Both 
alternatives demonstrate that the return to the Irish taxpayer is a fraction of that which is available 
in the previous proposal
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25%  TPI Shareholding 50%  TPI Shareholding
Anglo TPI Total Anglo TPI Total

€m €m €m €m €m €m
Capital requirement to meet Financial Regulator solvency requirement (488) (163) (650) (325) (325) (650)
Profit generated by QIL and available for repayment of debt over 7 years 334 111 446 223 223 446
Third Party Management Charge (70) 70 (70) 70
Buyout of residual economic interest in QIL in 7 years 760 (760) 507 (507)

Total available from QIL for repayment of Quinn family debt 537 335
Total amount paid by TPI for QIL upon completion (741) (539)

Assumptions:
1.Projected Profit Before Tax in 2017 is €145m.  As illustrated on Page 19, the unique operation of QIL has allowed the 
Company to operate at a Combined Operating Ratio (COR) of 8.4% below the market average over the past 10 years.  
This represents a profit advantage of 8.4% of all premium income over that time and equates to approximately €294m 
of additional profit that QIL has been able to generate as against the Irish market. If the current model is maintained 
into the future then it is reasonable to expect that this advantage will be maintained.  If, however, a TPI becomes 
responsible for the operations of the business then it is also reasonable to expect that this advantage will be diminished 
with returns reverting to those more commonly found in the market. For the purposes of this model we have reduced 
this advantage over time and have applied a COR of 4.2% below the market.
2.A multiple of 7 times earnings in 2017 is used to calculate the projected value of QIL at that time.  This reflects an 
expected discount to true market value that will be required by any TPI who may become involved.
3.A Management fee of €10m per annum payable to the TPI, is included as would be expected.  This represents 
approx. 1.0% of turnover but could be considerably more.

Total Return from QIL under this proposal and available for the repayment of debt: 
Alternative where Third Party take 25% of QIL now: €537 million
Alternative where Third Party take 50% of QIL now: €335 million



Economic Return : 
Comparison
• Anglo/Quinn Proposal

– Anglo/State gets all of the future value from profits and sale/floatation in 
7 years from QIL

– Nett Return from QIL: €2,031m

• Anglo/TPI Alternative proposals (Based on assumed calculations)
– Returns from QIL are shared between Anglo/State and TPI

– Third Party takes 25% share: €537m
– Third Party takes 50% share: €335m
– (Assuming Anglo and the TPI put in funds which match shareholding. 

This is by no means clear at this time. Conversely it appears that 
Anglo/taxpayer will be investing the majority of necessary funds for the 
transaction)

24



Overall Quinn Family debt 
repayment Plan

25

 €m 
Returns available from QIL for the repayment of debt if Anglo acts alone €2,031
Current Capital value of International Property Portfolio* €400
Projected Profits from International Property Portfolio Rental Income over 7 years 
(based on current and recurring rentals) 

€600

 
Total outstanding Quinn Family debt (€2,800)
Surplus over debt €231
 * Based on depressed current valuations from international property advisors. 
Assumes no capital appreciation in property portfolio over the next 7 years. 

• Headroom in the overall Plan
• Surplus over debt (shown above);
• Capital appreciation on potential property disposals;
• Equity release from Quinn Manufacturing operations in 7 years time.



Taxpayer Risk

• While we fully appreciate that the injection of new capital, particularly at this 
difficult economic time, is significant it is worth considering that this is not 
required for the settlement of claims and will remain on deposit with the 
Company in order to meet the solvency requirement of the Financial 
Regulator.  

• It is also worth pointing out that the mere action of injecting the funds, and 
taking the Company out of Administration, will in fact create a goodwill 
value within the Company which greatly exceeds the amount of capital 
injected.  

• The risk therefore to the taxpayer is effectively zero as QIL will have a value 
immediately upon coming out of Administration of significantly more than 
the amount of funds being advanced.  This position continues to improve 
thereafter with each period of profitable trading.

Transparency
• If the taxpayer is being asked to put resources into QIL, now through Anglo, 

it is vital that there is full transparency of the various options available to get 
the best return for that investment in terms of job retention and financial 
return over time.

26



Increased Export Opportunity 
in QIL
Export Services 
QIL currently has very small proportion of the UK Motor market and this 
was easily expected to increase over the next 3 years.  This expansion 
plan was scheduled to create an additional 630 new positions in addition 
to the 1,430 already providing services to the UK (prior to administration).
The Commercial segment remains closed to the Company but given the level 
of success in gaining high profile customers, including Laing O’Rourke and 
Tesco, immediately prior to the administration, opportunity clearly exists to 
increase exports significantly in this segment also in the context of a robust 
solution emerging.

Domestic Services
Growth targeted in the Republic of Ireland over the next 3 years with an 
expected 190 new positions to be created.

27



Immediate Job Creation Opportunities
directly related to the SMART  & GREEN Economy 

A number of immediate and real projects within the manufacturing divisions are on hold since the 
uncertainty surrounding the QIL administration process came to focus.  A resolution of the QIL 
position would create the confidence to allow the following projects to quickly progress. 

• CCGT Power Station in Louth: Planning Permission and Connection Agreement Completed.  This 
project would create over 500 jobs immediately in the three-year construction cycle and 40-50 
permanent positions thereafter. 

• MBT Project in Tandragee: Planning Permission received and project ready to start.  Quinn Group 
shortlisted to the last two in the SWaMP contract for waste recycling in N.Ireland. Construction 
would require 100 positions for one year and 10 permanent positions thereafter.

• Conversion of Cement to SRF: Planning Permission approved to convert cement plant from Coal 
to Solid Recovered Fuel (waste derivative).  Would create 50 positions for six months during 
conversion and 8 new permanent roles.  Huge ancillary environmental benefit.

• Plastics Recycling Plant: Planning Permission received for plastic bottle recycling plant  at 
Ballyconnell.  Construction would require 100 positions over two years with a potential for 80 
permanent positions. Project would create an in feed raw material product for packaging plant.

• Packaging Plant Product Extension: Creation of new lines, including oven proof plastic trays, 
could be progressed immediately with 15 to 20 new positions.

• Polyurethane Product Extension: Significant research has been completed on improving the fire 
and thermal properties of the polyurethane product line (similar to Phenolic but without the 
associated environmental issues).  New product lines can be implemented in existing plant with 
additional 35 positions

28



Increased Export Opportunity in QIL

Before the appointment of administrators, QIL was on track to increase employment significantly 
related to the supply of export services to the UK.  All of the necessary facilities are in place for this 
expansion and the installed technology is completely scalable.

Export Services 
QIL currently has just less than 2% of the UK Motor market and this was easily expected to 
increase to 3% over the next 3 years.  This expansion plan was scheduled to create an 
additional 630 new positions in addition to the 1,430 already providing services to the UK.
The Commercial segment remains closed to the Company but given the level of success in gaining 
high profile customers, including Laing O’Rourke and Tesco, immediately prior to the administration, 
opportunity clearly exists to increase exports significantly in this segment also in the context of a 
robust solution emerging.

Domestic Services
A combined growth level of 8% was targeted in the Republic of Ireland over the next 3 years with an 
expected 190 new positions to be created.

The continued robust performance of QIL, even while under administration, indicates that these 
objectives can still be attained if swift and appropriate action is taken.
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Summary

• The Quinn Group and QIL, if allowed to trade forward, have the combined potential to make a 
very significant contribution to the recovery of the Irish economy through the retention of highly 
skilled jobs and the realisation of significant new opportunities in the immediate future and on an 
ongoing basis as has been the case historically.

• The Group has proved its ability to compete globally, and gain export markets, while retaining its 
base locally.  We believe that the new initiatives outlined, which can be quickly realised in a 
context of a stabilised position for QIL, are directly in line with the objectives of the SMART 
Economy initiative promoted by the Government. 

• The entire infrastructure is already in place to exploit the opportunities with the business 
immediately benefiting from the core elements already in place. These include:

– Indigenous Irish Business with historical firm roots in Ireland
– Strong Underlying Profit Base in all sectors
– High quality, well trained workforce
– Experienced Operational Management Team in all areas
– Well Invested Infrastructure for continued efficiency
– Continuous Shareholder re-investment throughout last 37 years
– Low Operational Cost Base with Robust and Scalable Distribution platform
– QIL ready to benefit from bottoming of Insurance Cycle in both Ireland and UK
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Investment 
in QIL

Full Repayment
of €2.8Bn

Quinn family
Debt 

to Anglo/
Taxpayer

Retention of
Important

Competition
in Irish

Insurance
Market

Retention
of 6,000

Skilled Jobs &
ability to create
1,000 New Jobs

in Ireland in
next 3 years

=

Proposal - 7 Year Sustained Value Creation

Failure to Invest
in QIL

Sale to Third
Party(s)

Threat to 
Quinn Group

Long-running
Legal Argument 

No ability to
Repay €2.8Bn
Quinn family

Debt 
to Anglo/
Taxpayer

Increased
Insurance

Premiums &
Cost Base

for Irish
Consumers/

Business

Loss of 2,800
QIL Jobs to
Overseas

Locations &
Threat to 3,300

Skilled
Manufacturing

Based Jobs

=

Alternative – Immediate and Sustained Value Destruction

Repaid Debt: €2.8Bn
Irish Tax: €850m

(from increased operations)

Additional Business &
Social Benefit: €1.0Bn

Total 7-Year Gain for
Irish Exchequer: €4,650m

>

Debt not repaid: €2.8Bn
Irish Tax Reduction : €700m

Additional Welfare Payments
(Avg. 4,000 people) :€500m

Business &Social 
Benefit forgone: €1.0Bn

Total 7-year Loss to
Irish Exchequer:  €5,000m

>

Debt Recovery Competition Jobs Financial

Debt Recovery Competition Jobs Financial

Anglo/Quinn Proposal
In Summary
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EMB‐ ULR Projections 

QIL Report at 30 June 2010

Loss Years 05‐09 Analysis

Motor Com Veh MotorBk House Liab Prop Total Health Overall

England, Wales & Scotland 111.7% 133.8% 132.2% 70.0% 108.7% 61.7% 110.7% 110.7%

Rep of Ireland 75.5% 81.8% 35.6% 73.8% 57.4% 98.3% 72.8% 77.3%

Northern Ireland 86.5% 73.9% 56.4% 68.5% 55.3% 50.0% 75.4% 75.4%

Europe 57.5% 124.6% 108.5% 108.5%

Whole Account 90.0% 91.5% 55.0% 73.3% 75.0% 81.9% 86.0% 84.7%

EW&S RepOfI NI

Liability Earned(M) ULR Earned(M) ULR Earned(M) ULR

Employers Liability 158 67.4% 238 52.1% 59 62.6%

Public/Products Liability 102 99.8% 185 54.5% 43 43.3%

Other Liability 1.5 1067.0% 25 131.6% 3 85.5%

Professional Indemnity 61 206.0% 17 53.8% 1.6 56.9%

323 108.7% 466 57.4% 107 55.3%

UK Commercial Business

• Joint Administrator/EMB report (prepared by as part of the sales process) 
confirms profitability of UK operations.
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